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1. Blockchain Technology

The technological development of computer systems is almost focused on centralized solutions,
including the Internet, big data, cloud computing, mobile communications, and so on. Because the
centralized architecture can well simulate most of the user's needs, and because the idea of
centralization has been running through the development process of computer technology, choosing
a centralized architecture is a very natural result.
Attempts to decentralization have always existed. From Napster at the very beginning to BitTorrent
later, decentralization, as a non-mainstream solution, did not enter mainstream application
scenarios. It was not until the birth of Bitcoin in 2008, and the disruptive power it brought, that it
attracted widespread attention.
For the first time, Bitcoin successfully provided a decentralized trust solution. Bitcoin uses
cryptography principles and mining (PoW) mechanisms to solve the problem of double spending of
electronic assets in untrusted networks. The success of Bitcoin comes from two aspects. One aspect
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is the widespread distrust of centralization caused by the subprime mortgage crisis in the United
States. On the other hand, Bitcoin uses cryptography technology to provide an epoch-making
blockchain technology. The combination of the two has taken the lead in providing a decentralized
practical solution in the financial field. Moreover, the technical realization is simple and reliable,
making Bitcoin widely popular. Compared with traditional financial technology, the application of
Bitcoin has developed rapidly. From the birth of Bit to the present, many digital cryptocurrencies
(such as Ethereum, Ripple, TRON) have been derived. The emergence of each new currency is to
better solve a certain aspect of practical problems. However, the emergence of various coins,
including Bitcoin itself, still has various limitations. On the contrary, the underlying blockchain
technology that supports Bitcoin has tremendous power. Mainstream society includes the
government, and banks are initially hostile to Bitcoin. But the great success of Bitcoin has also
prompted these banking institutions to recognize and learn Bitcoin, especially blockchain
technology. Major banking institutions have invested a lot of technical force in this area, striving to
keep themselves from the latest technological developments. At the same time, the use of
blockchain technology to transform the traditional financial industry has become an increasingly
hot topic.
The latest developments include CitiCoin from Citibank, RSCoin from the Bank of England, and
China's Central Bank Governor Zhou Xiaochuan's vision for digital currencies.

1.2 [Block and data]

Blockchain technology is the underlying technology of electronic cryptocurrency. At the same time,
the blockchain is also a transaction database, which stores the information shared by all nodes in
the system, which is called the distributed encrypted general ledger. Through this general ledger, the
blockchain realizes the feature that it does not require a central authority or a trusted third party to
coordinate interaction, verify transactions, or supervise behavior. A complete copy on the
blockchain contains every transaction that has been executed, so that any information in history can
be accessed by any participating node. Simply put, the blockchain includes three elements: (shared
state; update rules; historical correlation model). These three elements solve the three main
problems of the distributed encrypted general ledger:

1.3 [Consensus]

The consistency of data is specifically achieved through consensus. Consensus specifies uniform
rules for all computer nodes. However, the Byzantine behavior of each node and the execution rate
of this rule determine whether the entire system can achieve data consistency. According to the
CAP theorem, in a distributed system, Consistency (consistency), Availability (availability),
Partition tolerance (partition tolerance) are not compatible. Therefore, how to choose an appropriate
consensus method according to the application to be solved is a very important factor for the entire
system. Common consensus methods include PoW, PBFT, PoS, PoF etc

Proof OfWork (Mining)
Both Bitcoin and Bitcoin-like coins use mining methods to ensure that each node selects the same
blockchain. The specific method is to make the generation of each block very expensive, and the
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agreement guarantees that all nodes agree to select the longest chain. Even if the blockchain is
forked due to various reasons, the system can still quickly converge to the longest one. Branches,
short forks are quickly discarded. In the long run, the total blockchain is still unique.

Proof Of Stake (equity certification)
In view of the high energy consumption of POW and other determinations, Proof of stake has
attracted more and more attention as an alternative solution. Peercoin is the first cryptocurrency to
use POS. The principle is that each node verifies the transactions in the system by the proportion of
system shares held. Because everyone is a stakeholder, rational participants will maintain the
normal operation of the system. There are many differences in the specific implementation of each
program.

PBFT

The consensus method of multiple nodes is adopted to ensure that each block is voted on by
everyone. Mathematics is to solve the Byzantine general's problem. In theory, it can guarantee 1/3
of the fault tolerance rate in the system.
1.4 smart contract

Blockchain technology itself is a distributed storage solution for transaction-oriented data. However,
in specific applications, a very wide range of applications can be derived on the basis of
transactions. The implementation of these applications can be achieved by running a series of
programs. Such procedures are called smart contracts. Since the implementation of smart contracts
is proposed together with cryptocurrency, it is usually counted as part of the blockchain technology,
but it is more suitable as the application layer of the blockchain.
A smart contract should actually be called a fool contract, because its execution is defined by code,
and then the program is executed line by line. So it is not that the contract itself has intelligence, but
that the preparation of the contract can be pre-written in the form of code. Once the code runs,
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execution cannot intervene. In order to realize the functions of smart contracts, cryptocurrencies
usually need to add support to the consensus mechanism. The general way of implementation can
be a script language or a Turing complete programming language. The latter usually requires a
separate virtual machine execution to isolate the correlation with other modules.
Ethereum is a significant update to Bitcoin. Its main feature is to support Turing-complete smart
contracts. It adopts the PoW consensus method, which speeds up the block generation, and
executes the contract through vm, so that the execution of the contract can also modify the
consensus output. Its main shortcomings include:
a) The PoWmethod wastes resources and the uncertainty of the future PoSmethod
b) Each node needs to verify all contracts, and the execution efficiency of the entire system cannot
be greater than that of a single computer
c) Cross-contract interaction is very difficult
d) Since the consensus of the contract and the transaction is bound to each other, the bug of the
contract directly affects the stability of the system
e) Possible hard fork damage to the entire systemwill continue

Proof of Flow (HIVEMining)
It supports low power mine via Ethernet, this is a new innovation in which miners can perform
mining at home. The HIVEmining device is very robust and perform high mining efficiency.
Browse www.hive.codes for details explanations.

1.6Decentralization

Decentralization is the most essential feature of blockchain. In the process of implementing the
blockchain system, due to the actual deployment of the system and other factors, various factors
will be corrected for decentralization, including partial centralization, partial concentration of
computing power, and partial structured network. The Bitcoin system is the most open, open, and
decentralized system, but due to the design principles of PoW and the natural evolution of mining,
the computing power in the Bitcoin system is gradually concentrated in mining pools. A single
mining pool has huge computing power and becomes a virtual center in the Bitcoin system. The
importance of this center in the Bitcoin system also expands with the growth of computing power.
In addition, the design of some blockchain systems has a part of the center at the beginning of its
design. For example, Ripple, Hyper ledger, etc. have the role of accounting node in the design of
the system, and only approved nodes in the system can be used as accounting For nodes, the system
achieves partial decentralization.The goal of complete decentralization is absolute freedom and
absolute privacy. But in reality, this is just an ideal and a goal. Pure freedom is not necessarily good,
and everyone’s choice is not necessarily the best. Instead, the appropriate application should be
adopted at the appropriate time.
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2.WTApublic chain technology
This section introduces the implementation details of WTA public chain technology and the
improvement and optimization of the existing system. The design goals of WTA public chain The
focus of WTA public chain technology is an application-oriented general platform. We hope to
provide a stable and easy-to-use platform where enterprise users can easily access and use the
benefits of blockchain without needing to understand the details of blockchain implementation.
Moreover, enterprises have the flexibility to choose whether to share their own users, so that every
new application brings new customers, and at the same time, new applications can also obtain a
huge stock of users on the platform. This builds a mutually beneficial and benign blockchain
ecosystem.
21 [Effective decentralization]
In response to the shortcomings of the existing blockchain technology, WTA public chain
technology proposes an effective decentralized solution. The core is how to avoid the lack of
efficiency while maintaining the reliability brought about by decentralization. In this regard, our
solution is to choose an effective optimization interval instead of an optimization point.
On the one hand, from absolute centralization to complete decentralization, there is a large interval
in the middle. We don’t need to draw the ground as a prison at all. Self-limitation can only choose
two extremes, and we must make the best use of the situation and prescribe the right medicine
according to the situation; in addition, it can be based on different applications. Scenarios,
combined with the practices of different industries, to find the balance point that best meets the
needs of users, the most economical, and the most convenient to use, that is, choose an effective
decentralized node. At this node, you can not only enjoy the security and cost advantages of
decentralization, but not reduce the efficiency due to excessive decentralization. The method of
WTA consensus is to make the selection of the most effective balance point automatically
adjustable, and automatically optimize to the best position according to the user's scene and needs.
In terms of user access methods, users can also choose to access the public chain of the WTA
public chain or use WTA public chain technology to set up private keys and alliance chains
according to their own needs. These private chains and consortium chains can choose whether to
interconnect with theWTA public chain.
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Decentralization

The consensus of the WTA public chain makes randomized BFT parties. However, in the way of
selecting verification nodes, the WTA public chain adopts PoA (proof of Application^^ method.
The core of the WTA public chain has several verification nodes to maintain the basic verification
network of the system. The verification network of the WTA public chain connects each The
application of the WTA public chain is open. Applications that access the WTA public chain refer
to applications that use the WTA public chain as a platform for certain users. These applications
can directly access the public area of the WTA public chain through the API provided by the WTA
public chain Blockchain can also use the platform technology of WTA public chain to deploy
private blockchain. These applications can maintain a verification node. Such a node can achieve
two functions:
a) Participate in the verification of public nodes in theWTA public chain network
b) Realize application access to WTA public chain network. If a private chain is used in the Koji
fruit application itself, this node also functions as a transformation from the user's private currency
to the WTA public chain. Of course, if the application only uses the API to access the required
blockchain functions, there is no need to deploy a separate verification node. When the user's
private chain is connected to the WTA public chain, a payment gateway is usually needed to realize
issuance and exchange.

2.2 [WTA public chain system architecture]

One of the design goals of the WTA public chain system is to avoid the shortcomings of current
blockchain technology. Unlike Bitcoin, the WTA public chain has a contract function added when it
is first designed. Unlike Ethereum, the WTA public chain adopts a more reasonable layered
approach to separate the execution of contracts and transactions, avoiding contract problems
affecting the entire system, and making the implementation of contracts more flexible.
The specific structure of w¥a chain system is as follows:
a) The WTA public chain does not use PoW, which is a waste of resources, but uses RBFT to carry
out a consensus on EX; in addition, we have achieved high-speed parallel processing capabilities
and support for massive users through various methods.
b) We layer the WTA public chain. The underlying system is called the EX layer, which is
responsible for processing the most basic EX. On top of this, a contract layer is added for
processing contracts. We separate the elements of the contract (code, state, storage, transaction), the
execution of the transaction is downloaded to the EX layer of the AFX public chain, and the
execution of other parts is implemented at the contract layer. In this way, the execution of the
contract is separated from the generated transaction, so that the contract and the transaction can
match the corresponding agreement with their respective characteristics to achieve the highest
efficiency and the greatest security.
c) In response to the increasingly wide range of blockchain applications' requirements for data
support, we provide BHR (bee hash record) data support, which makes it easy for users to save data
signatures in the blockchain. d) In order to improve the processing capacity of the entire system, we
introduce a sharding method in the consensus node, so that all nodes do not need to do exactly the
same thing. Instead, the node that processes this transaction is automatically and randomly selected
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for each transaction. This way, on the one hand, it effectively utilizes the processing capabilities of
many nodes while maintaining sufficient fault tolerance; on the other hand, it also greatly reduces
the information flow between networks and improves network efficiency.
e) When creating a contract, the user can identify the number of contract nodes required and the
conditions for reaching the consensus. On the one hand, the user can flexibly control the balance
between the cost and reliability, and on the other hand, the contract layer can process more
efficiently. Many contracts. Through such sampling, the security of the contract system will not be
greatly reduced.
f) The execution speed of the contract is decoupled from the speed of ledger close on the EX layer.
The state change of the contract can be completed at the consensus speed of the contract nodes.

2.3 [Blockchain data]
consensus
Transaction cache
An important feature of blockchain is that it cannot be tampered with. Because of the
Metadata is also permanently recorded in the blockchain. But this has several disadvantages:
a) The execution requires a transaction. On the one hand, a certain amount of the transaction needs
to be sent, and on the other hand, the transaction needs to be signed, so that the data record must
correspond to a certain user account or wallet, and the corresponding private key information needs
to be accessed .
b) The saved macro information is scattered in the current transaction, and the query of this
information must traverse each transaction.
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Data storage must be correctly written through transaction confirmation.
In response to this, the WTA public chain system provides BHR (bee hash record) support. Users
can directly submit the information that needs to be saved to the block. Each block has a separate
location to save the received information request. If the user's information has historical relevance,
the user needs to provide a description of this relevance. The block does not need to understand the
user's application logic, but only faithfully records the user's storage request. Every time a block is
closed, the system automatically records all BLHR information in the block.

2.4【WTAETF payment Gateway and “WTA”】

The WTA public chain supports TRC20 USDT as Flash ETF staking, every rounds 90% of the
participants receive TRC20 USDT rewards and 10% of the participant receive POPCOIN.
POPCOIN is usable in MallFi shopping navigated in WTA and further introduction high returns
staking features will be publish in future.
In Version 2.0WTA will develop into a base chain, a WTA public chain, which can be regarded as
a self-defined symbol of digital assets. The issuance of “WTA” is initiated by a qualified third party,
but must pass the compliance and risk assessment of the WTA public chain. Only then can they be
eligible to issue “WTA” on the WTA public chain. “WTA” issuance is achieved through payment
gateways. The issuer is responsible for “WTA”'s acceptance. Once the issuance of “WTA” is
completed, it can be freely paid, circulated, and traded in the system just like the WTA public chain,
without the intervention of the issuer. But the exchange of “WTA” must be realized by the payment
gateway.
The WTA public chain payment gateway implements the interface of third-party assets in the WTA
public chain network. The assets of the third party enter the WTA public chain network through the
payment gateway and issue the corresponding “WTA”. If “WTA” needs to be cashed, it must also
be obtained through the payment gateway.

2.5 [Layering and Smart Contract]
The realization process of WTA public chain contract system:
a) We adopt the EX-driven approach. The creation of the contract and the invocation of contract
functions are all initiated by the EX. If the user's balance needs to be modified during the execution
process, the transaction will be initiated and sent to the lower-level EX. All these transactions will
be EX performs verification and records in the underlying blockchain
b) EX layer transactions are not affected by contracts
c) The contract-related transactions in the EX layer store the code and status of the contract in a
separate EX. The specific status of the contract corresponds to the call and parameters of the
contract-related functions. The state hash of the EX layer ensures the consistency of information.
d) The execution of the contract layer is executed by multiple contract nodes contract validator,
which are executed in a deterministic way and reach consensus
e) Each contract node uses VM to execute code
f) The contract node saves the storage for contract execution
Under such a hierarchical design, we further optimized the WTA public chain system so that the
call of the contract adopts an asynchronous method. On this basis, the rapid call and return of the
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contract are realized, and the user can choose the method of sharing to perform intelligence. The
contract does not require all nodes to do the same thing, which improves the processing capacity of
the entire system.

2.6 [Asynchronous call of smart contract]
The execution of the existing smart contract adopts a synchronous method, using transaction
triggering or automatic triggering of contract calls. When the contract is specifically executed, the
consensus mechanism of the blockchain must wait for the execution of the contract to be completed,
and then continue the operation after returning the result, thus completing the current Block
consensus. Such smart contract execution methods have the following defects:
(1) The speed of contract execution seriously affects the block generation time:
Because block consensus depends on the result of contract execution, each node must reach a
consensus on the consistency of the contract result. Therefore, the speed of contract execution
directly affects the subsequent operations of the block, leading to the delay of block generation
time.
⑵The speed of contract execution seriously affects the amount of concurrent contract execution
that the blockchain can support: In the case that the frequency of blockchain generation is usually
roughly fixed, in the same time period, the execution speed of a contract will directly affect the
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same Execution of other contracts in the block, in extreme cases, a malicious contract may cause
the system to be unable to process other contracts, resulting in a greatly reduced amount of
concurrency in processing contracts.
(3) The fault tolerance during contract execution is limited:
Due to the synchronous execution method, the handling of various error conditions during contract
execution needs to be fully considered, and rapid processing of various time-sensitive operations is
achieved, such as the need to deal with the timeout conditions of various operations.
-Some existing solutions, such as Ethereum, use gas to estimate the amount of calculation for each
contract, and use the total amount of gas in a system to control the total amount of calculation that
the current block can support to ensure consensus Finished on time. However, the total number of
contracts that the system can support is limited by the total amount of gas. If the code of the
contract becomes more and more complex, the number of contracts that the entire system can
support will become less and less; in addition, the Ethereum consensus time is limited, and the
highest value of gas is not Can not increase significantly. In response to the existing problems of
smart contract execution technology, the WTA public chain provides a cross-block asynchronous
call contract system. The block consensus of the system does not depend on the contract execution
result, which can increase the concurrency of contract execution and block support The number of
contracts to improve the fault tolerance of the system.

The asynchronous call contract system ofWTA public chain includes the following units:
1. Distributed system verification unit: including one or more service nodes and several verification
nodes, used to receive the transaction request set {EX} submitted by users, including contract call
request EX and payment request EX;
To

2. Distributed contract execution unit: a local or remote distributed system verification unit, and
The distributed system verification unit communicates through a predefined protocol to obtain the
information required for contract execution, and after the contract is executed, the result is returned
to the verification node;
3. Contract execution caching unit: including for receiving contract invocation requests from
verification nodes, sending contract invocation requests to distributed contract execution units,
receiving contract execution results, and returning the current contract execution status to the
verification node to implement asynchronous calls ；
The system implementation method is as follows:
1. The service node receives the transaction request EX submitted by the user, and each verification
node collects the above EX and aggregates the transaction request set {EX}i;To
2. The contract call request contained in {EX}i is sent to the contract execution cache unit, and the
contract is executed
The cache unit immediately returns to the current contract execution status after receiving the above
request;
3. After all verification nodes receive {EX}i, {EX}i completes the consensus on all verification
nodes, block i is generated, and the verification node verifies the {EX} i after the consensus, and
the verified state is written into the area Block i; at the same time, each verification node creates a
query contract EXq and adds it to the block To (i+k) transaction request set {EX} (i+k);
4. During 1~2, the contract execution cache unit sends the contract call request to the distributed
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contract execution unit by asynchronous calling, and executes the contract in the background. After
execution, the contract execution cache unit obtains the final result of the contract execution.
Waiting to be processed
5. The block (i+k) processing cycle begins, and the contract call request contained in {EX} (i+k) is
sent to the contract
execution cache unit,
and the contract
execution cache unit

immediately
returns the current
contract execution
status. At the same
time, the verification
node starts from The
query contract EXq
extracts contract
related information,
and sends a query
request to the contract
execution cache unit.
The contract
execution cache unit
returns the execution
result of the contract
call request of block i to the verification node, and updates the query contract EXq;
6. After all verification nodes receive {EX}(i+k), the updated query contract EXq and {EX} (i+k)
are combined to form a new set, and consensus is completed on all verification nodes. Block (i+k)
is generated, the verification node verifies the consensus EX, and the verified state is written to the
block (i+k)o

The blockchain system of the WTA public chain uses asynchronous invocation as the core
technology of the background. Compared with the existing smart contract execution technology, it
has the following
Advantage:
(1) The contract execution and the system consensus unit are isolated, and the contract execution
can be remote, so that the contract execution no longer occupies the system consensus resources;
(2) The decoupling of the contract execution unit and the system consensus unit makes the contract
execution module and the consensus module relatively independent and supports hot swapping;
(3) The contract execution cache unit is set up between the consensus verification unit and the
contract execution unit, and the asynchronous call execution method is creatively adopted during
the entire contract execution process, so that the call and execution results of the contract are in
cross-zone (block i and zone). Blocks (i+k)) are implemented separately, and at the same time, it
can ensure that each verification node completes the consensus; this type of contract asynchronous
call execution mode increases the amount of concurrency in contract execution, and the consensus
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process does not need to wait for the execution result of the contract. Greatly increase the number
of contracts that the block can support.
(4) Improve the fault tolerance of the entire system. On the one hand, the system can set a proper
timeout processing mechanism to deal with contract delays. On the other hand, users can configure
a proper k value in the contract call to ensure long-term execution. The contract is handled
correctly.

2.7 [S Fast Transaction in Smart Contract]
The existing blockchain-based distributed transaction methods are greatly restricted by the
blockchain consensus method, the generation time of the blockchain, the generation time of the
block, and the size of the block. Blockchain-based transaction speeds are generally on the second
level or even above the minute level. In addition, there are also the following shortcomings: The
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propagation process of transaction requests in the distributed system is delayed, from a certain
originating node to information dissemination to all others There is information delay between
nodes;
2. There is a time delay in the consensus process: the update of data must be written to the ledger
after the consensus is completed. This writing is intermittent and is updated every verification cycle.
The user's request for data update must be after the update cycle. Get a response and return;
3. The existing smart contracts are not only affected by the above two points, but also by the delay
of contract execution. Some existing solutions, such as the Lightning Network and Bitcoin Network,
use channel methods to speed up the processing of transaction requests, but the protocols of the
above solutions are either more complicated or adopt a non-Byzantine fault-tolerant method, which
limits their wider range application.
The WTA public chain implements a fast transaction system based on blockchain contracts. On the
basis of asynchronously calling the contract, the contract nodes are divided into two types: ordinary
contract nodes and fast transaction contract nodes. The common transaction contract node
communicates with the verification node through a predefined protocol to obtain the information
required for contract execution. After the contract is executed, the result is returned to the
verification node; the fast transaction contract node executes the fast transaction request and returns
the execution result to the contract Access the server.
The specific implementation method of quick call is as follows:
(1) Fast transaction initialization: Two or more users who need to achieve fast transactions reach
agreement and create a contract, initiate a fast transaction initialization request EX, and the contract
access server sends the EX to the verification node via the service node A transaction set is formed,
and the verification node makes a consensus on the transaction set; after the consensus is completed,
the verification node sends the transaction set to all contract nodes, and selects a fast transaction
contract randomly and deterministically through a distributed random algorithm according to a
predefined protocol node*
(2) Fast transaction realization: the user initiates a fast transaction execution request, the contract
access server sends the request to the fast transaction contract node via the service node, executes
the transaction request at the node, and directly returns the fast transaction result to the contract
access server. The server records the transaction status and saves all the fast transaction history
since the last confirmation; the transaction execution method of the fast transaction contract node
can be run through asymmetric encryption or other methods (such as symmetric encryption) to
make the contract/transaction The execution is confidential and only visible to the user and the
current contract node. Users can access the server through the contract to query the history of
transactions; (3) Fast distributed confirmation of transaction history: Users can actively verify the
unconfirmed transaction cycle (such as 10 minutes, days, Weekly) or non-periodically initiating a
confirmation transaction request EX, or according to the implementation-defined contract, the
confirmation transaction request EX can be initiated regularly; the initiated confirmation
transaction request EX is merged with the above unconfirmed transaction history to generate a
transaction confirmation since the last confirmation The current state of the transformation
transaction; the contract access server sends the transformation transaction to the verification node
through the service node, the verification node agrees on the transaction set, and then sends it to all
contract nodes for contract execution, and the contract execution result is verified by the
verification node. Confirmation, which is written into the blockchain together with other
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transaction information (ordinary transaction or ordinary contract execution information), and the
contract execution result is returned to the customer, and the historical transaction record is
confirmed through the consensus node, thereby realizing the Byzantine fault tolerance of
transaction confirmation.
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2.8 [Zone Call Technology]
Fast transactions based on smart contracts can be regarded as a special case of partition technology.
From a more general concept, the selective execution of smart contract execution nodes is the
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realization of a sharding technology. In addition to the fast transactions described above, if multiple
smart contract nodes use a predefined protocol (BFT) to achieve information synchronization
between them, then they will achieve a BFT consensus. Of course, after adopting such a common
knowledge, the processing efficiency of smart contracts will be reduced, but it is still greatly
improved compared to the usual situation where all nodes process one contract at the same time.
3. Outlook
The WTA public chain system uses multi-currency support and optimized smart contracts, making
the entire system a multi-level, logically separated fast system to provide reliable guarantees for
various applications on it. However, blockchain technology is still in a relatively early stage of
technological development. We expect that in the next few years, blockchain technology will
develop more rapidly, and various applications will emerge in endlessly. The WTA public chain
will continue to work hard and maintain the innovation of blockchain technology and contribute to
the development of the entire blockchain community.
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